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Most digital cameras are capable of saving photos with JPEG format. The JPEG format has a
maximum file size of about 12 megapixels (megapixel). This format is acceptable for sending email and posting on the Web, but if you need more resolution, you can try the newer RAW
format. RAW images are usually larger than JPG images in file size because they retain all the
original detail. If you shoot RAW images, you have the option of converting them to JPEG later,
or you can carry the additional information in the RAW image file. Tagging images One of the
ways to organize digital photos is to tag them with descriptive keywords. This makes it easy to
find pictures later. You can tag images automatically when you use your digital camera's autotagging feature. Tagging photos also lets you instantly tag images when you import them into
your digital image-organizing software. In addition to tagging images, you can always tag images
with the keywords you find helpful. You can create folders for specific categories, then group
your images within those folders. You can tag photos with whatever names you choose, as long
as you include the date you took the photo. You can also title a photo based on one of the
sections listed in Table 6-1 or add a free-form keyword to the end of your filename. You can
store images on a web page or on your computer's hard drive, which is called your photo gallery.
You can tag images for future reference when you organize them in your image organizing
application. You can also tag them as a reminder to yourself that these images should be printed.
Or you can send a copy of the photo to yourself as a separate e-mail file for easy access. For
more information on digital images, visit `www.dummies.com/go/digimagelife`, where you can
find loads of information on image-editing applications and lots of tutorials that teach you how
to get the best out of your digital images. Check out other helpful tips on organizing your image
collection in Chapters through. Visual memory The power of visual memory is tremendous. The
image your brain perceives is often more powerful than the one you see with your eyes. If you
want to remember something, you better have a picture of it. Say you want to remember the
name of that hard-to-find book you picked up at the local book fair last month. You could have
printed a photo of
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Unlike Photoshop, Elements doesn't include layers, a history panel, or any of the other advanced
features that make professional images editing a difficult task. You also get separate palettes for
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all the editing tools and the Layers palette, which allows you to add and delete layers without
making changes to any of the pixels on the image. Here are 8 things you should know about
Photoshop Elements before creating your first image or designing a website. 1. Photoshop
Elements is a lot simpler than Photoshop This is one of the best features of Photoshop Elements
and probably the biggest reason that most people use Photoshop Elements. The user interface
(UI) of Photoshop Elements is much simpler than that of Photoshop. To load an image you just
click on it or open it from the disk. There are no complicated file dialog boxes or loading
screens. You can also apply the Filter, Adjustment, or Adjustment Layer tools to your image to
make changes. There is a single Layers palette with layers you can modify and there are no tool
palettes, brushes, gradients, textures, patterns, or any of the other advanced features that
professional graphics editors need. The Layers palette of Elements is more like a workspace than
a palette. You can edit the layers in your image without affecting the pixels that make up the
image. 2. There are no layers Unlike Photoshop, Elements doesn't have any layers. Instead the
image is "painted" directly on the canvas. If you want to add a layer then you use the Text,
Rectangle, or Line tools. You can also paint or draw on the canvas using the Brush, Pencil, or
Eraser tools. If you add a layer using any of those tools then you can edit the pixels on that layer
without changing the pixels that make up the original image. This is why it is sometimes more
effective to edit the image using simple tools like the Brush and Pencil rather than using layers.
You can also use an Adjustment layer to make changes to a layer without affecting the original
pixels. 3. Built-in photo management tools Elements also includes a powerful built-in Photo
Album feature. This lets you sort your photos and make a slideshow of them. When you import
photos from a digital camera, your camera only automatically creates individual folders for each
photo. Each folder may contain hundreds or even thousands of photos. With the Photo Album
feature 05a79cecff
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The following abbreviations are herewith defined, at least some of which are referred to within
the following description. 3GPP Third Generation Partnership Project ACKACK negative
acknowledgement BBM bearer-binding and bearer-based mapping BSbase station CAZCANZ
cell activation zone CGIcell global identity C-RNTIcell radio network temporary identity
DCIMDownlink Control Information EC-ECE-CGIEC cell global identity ECEUECGIExchange control group identity ECGIEnergy control group information element
ECGIExchange control group identity information element E-DCHEnhanced Dedicated Channel
E-DCHDL-ECE-CGIEnhanced Dedicated Control Channel (E-DCH) DL: Cell Global Identity EDCHDL-ECGIE-CGIEnhanced Dedicated Control Channel (E-DCH) DL: Exchange Control
Group Identifier (ECGI) E-DCH DL Transmission Descriptor E-DCH DL Transport Channel
Descriptor EDCHDedicated CHannel DL-PAIdownlink parametric access information DLPAIDL-PAI element DL-PCCHDedicated Physical Control CHannel E-HICHEnhanced High
Speed Dedicated Channel E-HICHDL-PCCH-I(L)Enhanced High Speed Dedicated Control
Channel (E-HICH) DL: Physical Control Channel (PCC) Information Element (IE) (I) E-HICH
DL Transmission Descriptor E-HICH DL Transport Channel Descriptor E-HICHDL-PCCHI(L)Enhanced High Speed Dedicated Control Channel (E-HICH) DL: Physical Control Channel
(PCC) IE (I) E-HICHDL-PCCH-I(L) Enhanced High Speed Dedicated Control Channel (EHICH) DL: Physical Control Channel (PCC) IE (I) E-HICHDL-PCCH-I(L) Enhanced High
Speed Dedicated Control Channel (E-HICH) DL: Physical Control Channel (PCC) IE (I) EHICH DL Transmission Descriptor E-HICH DL Transport Channel Descriptor DLHICHdownlink high speed dedicated channel E-NACHEnhanced Non Access CHannel ENACHDL-PCCH-I(L

What's New In?
Photoshop does not always tell you when you have made a mistake. You might save an image,
only to discover that it does not contain the information you want. There is no undo after you
have pressed “Save,” so mistakes accumulate and become more difficult to remove. You can use
a history log, which lets you save a series of actions and undo them later, to overcome this
problem. The History panel, on the left side of the workspace, is an important part of the
Photoshop tool palette. When you select an action, you can drag the arrow to the left and it
displays the other actions you have saved. By checking off actions in this panel, you can do a
cumulative undo of all past actions. If you want to undo the current action, highlight it, press
DELETE or CMD+Z. The History panel is located beneath the “Brush” icon in the Tool Palette.
You can also check off the list of actions by the “History” button (the small square in the toolbar.
Just right-click the button, select “History,” and click OK.) The History panel contains a button,
which allows you to go to the first step in the history log. This is useful when you have checked
off all the actions from a step, and you are looking for an action that you missed. However, it is
not very useful for undoing actions. For that, you want to select a previous step in the history log.
The status bar at the bottom of the workspace displays the number of active actions in the
History panel. You can change the number of steps by right-clicking on the status bar and
changing the number. Brushes also feature a number of effects that can make your paintings
more professional. Examples of Brush Effects The following are some of the most common
brush effects. You can find more in the Brush Tutorial. Dynamite Brush erodes background
layers. The brush is comprised of numerous individual dots. The dots are the source of the line,
which is the part that is drawn. You can change the distance between the dots by holding down
the Key command. You can increase or decrease the size of the brush by increasing or
decreasing the size of the dot. To do this, right-click on the brush and select the desired size. The
brush does not erode dots. Instead, the old dots are removed, and the new color
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